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“I am walking down the street.“I am walking down the street.
Everything looks frozen.Everything looks frozen.
I walk fast to avoid the boredom of the landscape.I walk fast to avoid the boredom of the landscape.
A sense of nausea comes up.A sense of nausea comes up.
The kind of nausea from having walked through the same street millions of times.”The kind of nausea from having walked through the same street millions of times.”

Surviving Disappointment by Stefania Carlotti is the title of Fermacampione Issue #7. The artist Surviving Disappointment by Stefania Carlotti is the title of Fermacampione Issue #7. The artist 
presents a series of analogue pictures set in the French Swiss suburbs. Each image shows partspresents a series of analogue pictures set in the French Swiss suburbs. Each image shows parts
of the way that connects the artist’s home to her studio. Captions on each page count the amount of the way that connects the artist’s home to her studio. Captions on each page count the amount 
of steps that are missing to reach the destination, while a flow of thoughts traces a narrative of steps that are missing to reach the destination, while a flow of thoughts traces a narrative 
halfway between actual desolation and imagination. In this gray area, characters from the western halfway between actual desolation and imagination. In this gray area, characters from the western 
cinematography step into an alienating landscape, making the artist’s photographs the actual cinematography step into an alienating landscape, making the artist’s photographs the actual 
background of a surreal film.background of a surreal film.


